
LETTER TO STATE OFFICIAL, IN WHICHEVER ROLE THEY RESIDE,
DIRECTING HIM/HER TO PETITION FOR AN INJUNCTION ON “2030
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT” IN THE JURISDICTION WHERE HE/SHE
HAS SWORN TO DEFEND THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION

Oct 31, 2022

Dear Representative:

As America21 has clearly documented [1], a totalitarian vision known as “Global Governance” [2] is

currently being implemented throughout the United States. This scheme - ideologically driven by

‘elitist’ technocrats at the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the UN - threatens to completely

upend the American way of life and destroy the sovereignty of the People, granted to us via the

US Constitution.

Global Governance is being sold to the world, and indeed implemented through, “Sustainable

Development” [3] and the “Great Reset”, which are simply PR terms that WEF and UN elitists are

using to disguise their real agenda of a quasi-fascist, quasi-communist totalitarian system that will

impoverish ordinary Americans and enrich the global elites and their connected corporate allies.

Put even more simply, these technocrats are using the hyper-exaggerated threat of climate

change [4], on top of other societal issues, to justify their pernicious agenda.

Here’s what this agenda actually looks like at the state and local levels: the WEF and UN - and the

billionaire technocrats (through Foundations) that fund them - work through non-governmental

organizations (NGOs) alongside major corporations to implement various initiatives, including

Environmental, Social, Governance (ESG) and Carbon Neutral (net zero emissions). This complex

network subversively runs around the US constitution, and is known as Public-Private

Partnerships (P3 or PPP).

In fact, it’s our belief that most American citizens and American politicians are completely

unaware that these sinister programs are being implemented without our consent, or under the

banner of issues like “Climate”, “Covid”, and “Equity”.

If this agenda is allowed to continue, it will lay waste to American industries, making the

economic and social degradation of the COVID era look superficial. Everything from Fuel, Energy,

Agriculture, Automotive, Manufacturing, and the homes & businesses of all Americans are under

attack due to the ideology of “Carbon Dioxide” pollution (CO2 is historically classified as a natural

gas, not pollutant). There are measures we’d like to see that support a healthy Environment, but

making basic needs such as Food, Fuel and Energy unaffordable for Americans is not one.



Important note: As none of the above was ever ratified in Congress, nor in many a State

Legislature, nor voted on or petitioned for by We, the People, it violates Amendments I, IX and X

of the Bill of Rights, therefore we demand a vote on the issue of the 2030 Agenda, or an end to it

via a complete Withdrawal from any Agreements made without the consent of the constituents,

i.e., Men and Women of America. Note the following sources of “Global Governance” conduct

break multiple Amendments of the Supreme Law of the Land:

● ESG: Economic, Cultural and Political Discrimination (Breaking Amendments IX and XIV)

● Public-Private Partnerships, including Councils of Governments in participation: Violates

Article IV, Section IV of the Constitution (Republican Government only)

● Net Zero/Carbon Neutral: Unlawful restriction on Amendment IV, V, IX and X of individuals’

Rights to Privacy and Property, and X on States Rights’ choice on use of resources within

the State under the jurisdiction of the people by proxy of the State Legislature

EVIDENCE FOR CASE & PROPOSITION OF 2030 AGENDA (AGENDA 21
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT) WITHDRAWAL

What is not sustainable?

Ski runs, grazing of livestock, plowing of soil, building fences, industry, single family homes, paves

and tarred roads, logging activities, dams and reservoirs, power line construction, and economic

systems that fail to set proper value on the environment.” UN’s Biodiversity Assessment Report.

Hide Agenda 21’s UN roots from the people

“Participating in a UN advocated planning process would very likely bring out many of the

conspiracy- fixated groups and individuals in our society… This segment of our society who fear

‘one-world government’ and a UN invasion of the United States through which our individual

freedom would be stripped away would actively work to defeat any elected official who joined

‘the conspiracy’ by undertaking LA21. So we call our process something else, such as

comprehensive planning, growth management or smart growth.” J. Gary Lawrence, advisor to

President Clinton’s Council on Sustainable Development. - In 1993, President Bill Clinton, in

compliance with Agenda 21, signed Executive Order #12852 to create the President’s Council on

Sustainable Development in order to “harmonize” US environmental policy with UN directives as

outlined in Agenda 21

● Public Policy Institute of CA projects 15% of farmland (750,000 acres) will need to be

taken [5], and Private Property & Family Homes Restricted (ownership + construction)* [6]

● NY restricts 40-70% of Energy usage [7], as part of their 2030 Agenda goals [8]



● Security and Exchange Commission (SEC), a governmental outfit purporting to “promote a

market environment that is worthy of the public's trust” [9], proposed a new

Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) rule, would require registrants who do

business with small operators “to include certain climate-related disclosures” [10] - this will

disproportionately affect small Ranchers and Farmers [11]. Essentially eliminating

independent competition for the Corporate Stakeholders to take the monopoly (which is

all the Great Reset achieves).

And more urgently coming our way is this:

The European Union, e.g. the Netherlands, set to remove 50% of farmers’ livestock by 2030 [12],

of which it has already been triggered and began huge revolts between farmers and police - in a

Western country. One in three Dutch farms may need to close. It's the most painful consequence

of the government's plan to cut nitrogen and ammonia emissions in half by 2030.

(Ownership and Construction) *Sustainable Development and Big Real Estate (e.g. Blackrock’s

ESG and Purchasing Power) are restricting the building of new single-family homes, stack &

pack, Russian-styled rental apartments are popping up everywhere

“No one fully understands how or even, if, sustainable development can be achieved; however,

there is growing consensus that it must be accomplished at the local level if it is ever to be

achieved on a global basis.” The Local Agenda 21 Planning Guide, published by ICLEI, 1996.

Agenda 21 and Private Property

“Land…cannot be treated as an ordinary asset, controlled by individuals and subject to the

pressures and inefficiencies of the market. Private land ownership is also a principal instrument of

accumulation and concentration of wealth, therefore contributes to social injustice.” From the

report from the 1976 UN’s Habitat I Conference.

“Private land use decisions are often driven by strong economic incentives that result in several

ecological and aesthetic consequences…The key to overcoming it is through public policy…”

Report from the President’s Council on Sustainable Development, page 112.

“Current lifestyles and consumption patterns of the affluent middle class – involving high meat

intake, use of fossil fuels, appliances, home and work air conditioning, and suburban housing are

not sustainable.” Maurice Strong, Secretary General of the UN’s Earth Summit, 1992.

Reinvention of Government



“We need a new collaborative decision process that leads to better decisions, more rapid

change, and more sensible use of human, natural and financial resources in achieving our goals.”

Report from the President’s Council on Sustainable Development

“Individual rights will have to take a back seat to the collective.” Harvey Ruvin, Vice Chairman,

ICLEI. The Wildlands Project

POLITICAL RECOURSE MUST BE TAKEN, OTHERWISE VIA
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW & DUTY OF OATH, ACTION WILL BE TAKEN VIA
THE COURTS AND/OR ELECTIONS. INDIVIDUALS RESPONSIBLE FOR
BREAKING THE OATH OF OFFICE COULD BE HELD LIABLE UNDER LAW
FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION IN UNDERMINING AMERICA’S
SOVEREIGNTY.

Sincerely,

We, the People
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